
















The subject of a Classical Japanese Grammar’s textbook for Japanese Learner
-A case study on Wuhan university press “NIHONGO KOTEN BUNPO”- 
HARUGUCHI Junichi
Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to discuss what is the subject of a classical Japanese grammar’s textbook for 
Japanese learner. Especially, I picked up the textbook, Wuhan university press “NIHONGO KOTEN BUNPO”. 
As a result of this study, I show the following five points: 1) It needs to think which age is more usefulness for 
the learner, and build up limited learning items that suit the age. 2) For the auxiliary verb with plural meanings, 
it is necessary to present the method to distinguish a meaning. 3) When the learning item is introduced, enough 
number of example sentences is demanded. 4) The example sentence including the learning item that has not 
study yet is necessary to be excluded. 5) If a suitable example sentence cannot be prepared qualitatively and 
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